Consider linear programs in dual standard form with n constraints and m variables. When typical interior-point algorithms are used for the solution of such problems, updating the iterates, using direct methods for solving the linear systems and assuming a dense constraint matrix A, requires O(nm 2 ) operations. When n ≫ m it is often the case that at each iteration most of the constraints are not very relevant for the construction of a good update and could be ignored to achieve computational savings. This idea has been considered in the 1990s by Dantzig and Ye, Tone, Kaliski and Ye, den Hertog et al. and others. More recently, Tits et al. proposed a simple "constraint-reduction" scheme and proved global and local quadratic convergence for a dual-feasible primal-dual affine-scaling method modified according to that scheme. In the present work, similar convergence results are proved for a dual-feasible constraint-reduced variant of Mehrotra's predictor-corrector algorithm. Some promising numerical results are reported.
Introduction
where A is an m × n matrix with n ≫ m, that is, the dual problem has many more inequality constraints than variables. We assume b = 0.
1 The dual problem can alternatively be written in the form (with slack variable s) max b T y s.t. A T y + s = c, s ≥ 0.
Some of the most effective algorithms for solving LPs are the primal-dual interior-point methods (PDIPMs), which apply Newton's method, or variations thereof, to the perturbed Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions for the primal-dual pair (1):
Xs − τ e = 0, (x, s) ≥ 0, with X = diag(x), S = diag(s), e the vector of all ones, and τ a positive parameter. As τ ranges over (0, ∞), the unique (if it exists) 2 solution (x, y, s) to this system traces out the primal-dual "central path". Newton-type steps for system (3), which are well defined, e.g., when X and S are positive definite and A has full rank, are obtained by solving one or more linear systems of the form
where f , g, and h are certain vectors of appropriate dimension. System (4) is often solved by first eliminating ∆s, giving the "augmented system"
or by further eliminating ∆x, giving the "normal system" When n ≫ m, a drawback of most interior-point methods is that the computational cost of determining a step is rather high. For example, in the context of PDIPMs, if we choose to solve (6) by a direct method and A is dense, the most expensive computation is forming the normal matrix AS −1 XA T , which costs O(nm 2 ) operations. This computation involves forming the sum
where a i is the ith column of A and x i and s i are the ith components of x and s respectively, so that each term of the sum corresponds to a particular constraint in the dual problem. Note however that we expect most of the n constraints are redundant or not very relevant for the formation of a good search direction (see Figure 1 ). In (7), if we were to select a small set of q < n "important" constraints and compute only the corresponding partial sum, then the work would be reduced to O(qm 2 ) operations. Similar possibilities arise in other interior-point methods: by somehow ignoring most of the constraints, we may hope that a "good" step can still be computed, at significantly reduced cost. (Such a step may even be better : see [DNPT06] for evidence of potential harm caused by redundant constraints.) This observation is the basis of the present paper. In the sequel we refer to methods that attempt such computations as constraint-reduced.
Prior work investigating this question started at least as far back as Dantzig and Ye [DY91] , who proposed a "build-up" variant of a dual affine-scaling algorithm. In their scheme, at each iteration, starting with a small working set of constraints, a dual affine-scaling step is computed. If this step is feasible with respect to the full constraint set, then it is taken. Otherwise, more constraints are added to the working set and the process is repeated. Convergence of this method was shown to follow from prior convergence results on the dual affine-scaling algorithm. At about the same time, Tone [Ton93] developed an "active set" version of Ye's dual potential-reduction (DPR) algorithm [Ye91] . There, starting with a small working set of constraints, a DPR-type search direction is computed. If a step along this direction gives a sufficient decrease of the potential function, then it is accepted. Otherwise, more constraints are added to the working set and the process is repeated. Convergence and complexity results are essentially inherited from the properties of the DPR algorithm. Kaliski and Ye [KY93] tailored Tone's algorithm to large scale transportation problems. By exploiting the structure of these problems, several significant enhancements to Tone's method were made, and some remarkable computational results were obtained.
A different approach was used by den Hertog et al. [dHRT94] who proposed a "build-up and down" path-following algorithm based on a dual logarithmic barrier method. Starting from an interior dual-feasible point, the central path corresponding to a small set of working constraints is followed until it becomes infeasible with respect to the full constraint set, whereupon the working set is appropriately updated and the process restarts from the previous iterate. The authors proved an O( √ q log 1 ε ) iteration complexity bound for this algorithm, where q is the maximum size of the working constraint set during the iteration. Notably, this suggests that both the computational cost per iteration and the iteration complexity may be reduced. However, it appears that in this algorithm the only sure upper bound on q is n.
A common component of [DY91, Ton93, dHRT94] is the backtracking that "adds constraints and tries again" when the step generated using the working constraint set fails to pass certain acceptability tests. (Kaliski and Ye [KY93] showed that this backtracking could be eliminated in their variant of Tone's algorithm for transportation problems.) In constrast, no such backtracking is used in [TAW06] where the authors considered constraint reduction for primal-dual algorithms. In particular, they proposed constraint-reduced versions of a primal-dual affine-scaling algorithm (rPDAS) and of Mehrotra's Predictor-Corrector algorithm (rMPC). As in [DY91, Ton93, dHRT94] , at each iteration, rPDAS and rMPC use a small working set of constraints to generate a step, but this step is not subjected to acceptability tests; it is simply taken. This has the advantage that the cost per iteration can be guaranteed to be cheaper than when the full constraint set is used; however it may preclude polynomial complexity results, as were obtained in [Ton93] and [dHRT94] . Global and local quadratic convergence of rPDAS was proved in [TAW06] (under nondegeneracy assumptions) using a nonlinear programming inspired line of argument [Her82, PTH88] and promising numerical results were reported.
To our knowledge, aside from the analysis of rPDAS in [TAW06] , no attempts have been made to date at analyzing constraint-reduced versions of PDIPMs, the leading class of interior-points methods over the past decade. This observation applies in particular to the current "champion", Mehrotra's Predictor Corrector algorithm (MPC, [Meh92] ), which combines an adaptive choice of the perturbation parameter τ in (3), a second order correction to the Newton direction, and several ingenious heuristics which together have proven to be extremely effective. Investigations of the convergence properties of variants of MPC are reported in [Meh92, ZZ95, ZZ96, SPT05, ST05, Car04] .
In the present paper, we follow the line of analysis of [Her82, PTH88, TAW06] to analyze a proposed dual-feasible constraint-reduced version of MPC, inspired from rMPC of [TAW06] , which we term rMPC*. The main contribution is this analysis, and also a somewhat different, and perhaps more natural, perspective on the notion of constraint reduction than was put forth in [TAW06] (see Remark 2.1 below). We prove global and local quadratic convergence of rMPC ⋆ under certain nondegeneracy assumptions. We also report on numerical experiments investigating the performance of rMPC ⋆ on randomly generated LPs and on LPs arising from the discretization of a class of semi-infinite linear programming problems. Various rules for choosing the working constraint set are proposed and investigated numerically.
The notation in this paper is mostly standard. We use · to denote the 2-norm or its induced operator norm. Given a vector x ∈ R n , we let X = diag(x) denote the diagonal n × n matrix with x on its main diagonal. We define n := {1, 2, . . . n} and given any index set Q⊆n, we use A Q to denote the m × |Q| (where |Q| is the cardinality of Q) matrix obtained from A by deleting all columns a i with i ∈ Q. Similarly, we use x Q and s Q to denote the vectors of size |Q| obtained from x and s by deleting all entries x i and s i with i ∈ Q. We define e to be the column vector of ones, with length determined by context. For a vector v,
. Further, we define the dual feasible, dual strictly feasible, and dual solution sets, respectively, as
The active set at y ∈ F is I(y) := {i ∈ n | a T i y = c i }. We term a vector y ∈ R m stationary if A T y ≤ c and there exists x ∈ R n with Ax = b and X(c − A T y) = 0. Such an x is called a multiplier associated to the stationary point y. (A stationary vector y belongs to F * if and only if x ≥ 0.) Lowercase k always indicates an iteration count, and limits of the form y k → y * are meant as k → ∞. Uppercase K generally refers to an infinite index set and the qualification "on K" is synonymous with "for k ∈ K". In particular, "
and
for any matrix G and vectors u and v of compatible dimensions (cf. systems (4) and (5)).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains the definition and discussion of algorithm rMPC ⋆ . Sections 3 and 4 contain the global and local convergence analyses, respectively. Some numerical results are presented in section 5, and conclusions are drawn in section 6.
2 A Constraint-Reduced MPC Algorithm 2.1 A convergent variant of MPC Our proposed algorithm, rMPC ⋆ , is based on the implementation of MPC discussed in [Wri97, Ch. 10], which we state here for ease of reference. Iteration MPC [Meh92, Wri97] . Parameter. β ∈ (0, 1). Data. y ∈ R m , s ∈ R n with s > 0, x ∈ R n with x > 0, µ := x T s/n.
Step 1. Compute the affine scaling direction, i.e., solve
for (∆x a , ∆y a , ∆s a ) and set
Step 2. Compute the "centering parameter"
where
Step 3. Compute the centering/corrector direction, i.e., solve
for (∆x c , ∆y c , ∆s c ).
Step 4. Form the total search direction
and sett
Step 5. Update the variables: set t
and compute
Algorithm MPC is of the "infeasible" type, in that it does not require the availability of a feasible initial point. 3 In contrast, the global convergence analysis for Algorithm rMPC ⋆ (see section 3 below) critically relies on the monotonic increase of the dual objective b T y from iteration to iteration, and for this we do need a dual feasible initial point.
As stated, Iteration MPC has no known convergence guarantees. Previous approaches to providing such guarantees involve introducing certain safeguards or modifications [Meh92, ZZ95, ZZ96, SPT05, ST05, Car04] . We do this here as well. Specifically, aside from the constraint-reduction mechanism (to be discussed in section 2.2), Iteration rMPC ⋆ proposed below has four differences from Iteration MPC, all motivated by the structure of the convergence analysis adapted from [Her82, PTH88, TZ94, TAW06]. These differences, which occur in Steps 2, 4, and 5, are discussed next. Numerical experience suggests that they do not negatively affect the performance of the algorithm.
The first difference, in Step 2, is the formula for the centering parameter σ. Instead of using (13), we set 
Nominally we want γ = 1, but we reduce γ as needed to enforce three properties of our algorithm that are essential for the analysis. The first such property is the monotonic increase of b T y mentioned previously. While, given dual feasibility, it is readily verified that ∆y a is an ascent direction for b T y (i.e., b T ∆y a > 0), this may not be the case for ∆y m , defined in (15). To enforce monotonicity we choose γ ≤ γ 1 where γ 1 is the largest number in [0, 1] such that
with θ ∈ (0, 1) an algorithm parameter. It is easily verified that γ 1 is given by
The second essential property addressed via the mixing parameter is that ∆y a "small" implies ∆y m and γσµ are also "small".
This "smallness" property is enforced (along with the first property) by requiring γ ≤ γ 0 , where
and ψ > 0 is another algorithm parameter. The final property enforced by γ is that
where ζ ∈ (0, 1) is a third algorithm parameter andt m d depends on γ via (17) and (21). We could choose γ to be the largest number in [0, γ 0 ] such that (24) holds, but this would seem to require a potentially expensive iterative procedure. Instead, rMPC ⋆ sets
Geometrically, ift 24) will hold. In spite of these three requirements on γ, it is typical that γ = 1 in practice (with appropriate choice of algorithm parameters, as in section 5), except when aggressive constraint reduction is used (i.e., very few constraints are retained at each iteration).
The remaining two differences between rMPC ⋆ and MPC (aside from constraint reduction) are in Step 5. First, (18) is replaced by t 
and similarly for t m d , to allow for local quadratic convergence. Second, the primal update is replaced by a componentwise clipped (from above and below) version of the primal update in (19). Namely, defininĝ x := x + t m p ∆x m andx a := x + ∆x a , for all i ∈ n, we update x i to where ν ≥ 2, ξ max (small) and ξ (large) are positive algorithm parameters. Formula (28) is adapted from [TAW06] . The lower bound, min{ξ max , ∆y a ν + [x a ] − ν }, ensures that the components of x remain bounded away from zero away from KKT points (which is crucial to the global convergence analysis), while allowing for local quadratic convergence. Parameter ξ max , the maximum value of the lower bound, is not needed in our convergence analysis, but is important in practice; if ξ max is set sufficiently small, then normally x + =x and the resulting iteration emulates the behavior of Iteration MPC. The upper bound parameter ξ ensures boundedness of the primal sequence, which is needed in the analysis; in practice performance is unaffected even if we set ξ = +∞.
A constraint reduction mechanism
Given a working set of constraints Q and a dual-feasible point (x, y, s), we compute an MPC-type direction for the "reduced" primal-dual pair min c
To that effect, we first compute the "reduced" affine-scaling direction by solving
and then the "reduced" centering-corrector direction by solving
where µ Q := (x Q ) T (s Q )/|Q|. As discussed above, we combine these components using the mixing parameter γ to get our primal and dual search directions:
This leaves the search direction in the n \ Q components of ∆x m and ∆s m unspecified. However, using an update of the form (19) and requiring dual feasibility from iteration to iteration requires that we set ∆s 
and hence x
However, since the analysis requires that the primal iterates remain bounded, we use instead, for i ∈ n \ Q,x
Like the upper bound in (28), bound ξ in (34) was never active in numerical tests (when chosen appropriately large).
Remark 2.1. A somewhat different approach to constraint-reduction, where the motivating idea of ignoring irrelevant constraints is less prominent, is used in [TAW06] . There, instead of the reduced systems, (30)-(31), full systems of equations of the form (4) are solved via the corresponding normal systems (6), only with the normal matrix AS −1 XA T replaced by the reduced normal matrix
Possible benefits of the approach taken here in rMPC ⋆ are: 1) the [TAW06] approach is essentially tied to the normal equations, whereas our approach is not, 2) if we do solve the normal equations (62) (below) there is a (mild) computational savings over algorithm rMPC of [TAW06] and 3) initial computational experiments suggest that rMPC ⋆ is at least as efficient as rMPC in practice.
Before formally defining Iteration rMPC ⋆ , we define the set of admissible Q's. Here we follow [TAW06] in requiring that Q contain m most nearly active constraints.
4 However, we depart from [TAW06] in that we also require Q to satisfy rank(A Q ) = m. (In [TAW06] this rank condition is still needed, but is enforced differently, through a rather strong assumption on A.) Specifically, we require that Q be selected from the set
In words, A Q must have full rank and Q must contain m most nearly active constraints. We are now ready to state Iteration rMPC
Step 
Step 2. Compute the centering parameter
Step 3. Compute the centering/corrector direction, i.e., solve (31) for (∆x and set (x Q , y + , s
For each i ∈ Q, set
wherex a is defined byx
Set
and, for each i ∈ n \ Q, setx
Step 6. Choose a new set of constraints Q + ∈ Q(y + ) and compute
In the convergence analysis, we will also make use of the quantitiesx m ,s a , ands m defined by the following expressions:x m i :=
Remark 2.2. As in iteration MPC, rMPC ⋆ uses separate step sizes for the primal and dual variables. In practice, this has been observed by many to be preferable to using a common step size. However, often in convergence analysis of MPC-type algorithms a common step size is assumed. We found that using separate step sizes simplified our analysis and was, in fact, necessary for proving a critical result (Proposition 4.4).
Remark 2.3. While rMPC
⋆ as stated fails to retain the remarkable invariance properties of MPC, invariance under diagonal scaling in the primal space and under Euclidean transformations and uniform diagonal scaling in the dual space can be readily recovered (without affecting the theoretical properties of the algorithm) by modifying iteration rMPC ⋆ along lines similar to those discussed in section 5 of [TAW06] .
In closing this section, we note a few immediate results to be used in the remainder of the paper. First, the following identities are valid for j ∈ {a, m}:
Next, the following are direct consequences of equations (30)- (31) and Steps 1 and 3 of Iteration rMPC ⋆ :
and, for i ∈ Q,
Further, system (30) can alternatively be solved in augmented system form
or in normal equations form
Similarly, (31) can be solved in augmented system form
Finally, as an immediate consequence of the definition (21) of the rMPC ⋆ search direction in Step 4 of Iteration rMPC ⋆ and the expressions (23) and (25) (in particular (23)), we have
Global Convergence Analysis
The analysis given here follows the line of argument used in [TAW06] for the rPDAS algorithm. We first list the assumptions we use in the global convergence analysis. Each result to follow will state explicitly which, if any, of these assumptions it relies on. Assumption 1. A has full row rank.
Assumption 2. The dual solution set F * is nonempty and bounded.
Assumption 3. For all y ∈ F , {a i : i ∈ I(y)} is a linearly independent set.
Note that the first assumption ensures that Q(y) is always nonempty. The next two lemmas are taken (almost) verbatim from [TAW06, Lemmas 1 and 2]. 
is linearly independent, and (iii) {a i :
The following proposition, which builds on [TAW06, Prop. 3], shows that Iteration rMPC
⋆ is well defined and that the dual objective strictly increases.
Proposition 3.3. Let x > 0, s > 0, and Q ∈ Q(y) for some y ∈ R m . Then the following hold:
Proof. Claim (i) follows directly from Lemma 3.2, (62) and b = 0, which imply
and from step 4 of Iteration rMPC ⋆ , if b T ∆y c < 0 then, using claim (i) and since γ ≤ γ 1 ,
Finally, claim (iii) follows from steps 4 -5 of Iteration rMPC ⋆ .
Hence, under Assumption 1 (which ensures that Q(y) is always nonempty), Iteration rMPC ⋆ can be executed repeatedly to generate an infinite sequence of iterates. From here on we attach an iteration index k to the quantities generated. In view of Proposition 3.3, the sequence of dual objective values {b T y k } is monotonically increasing. As in [TAW06, Lemma 5], under Assumption 2 and in view of Proposition 3.3, this implies boundedness of {y k }.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then {y k } is bounded.
Our global convergence analysis critically relies on the fact (see Lemma 3.6 below) that if ∆y a,k is small then y k is close to a stationary point andx a,k is close to the corresponding multiplier. An essential property of our working set selection strategy, to be used repeatedly in the global and local convergence analyses is that, under Assumptions 1 and 3, Q k eventually includes the indices of all critical constraints. Specifically the following holds.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3 hold and for some y
Proof. Assumption 3 implies |I(y ′ )| ≤ m, and in view of the definition (35) of Q(y k ), the claim follows by convergence of {y k } k∈K to y ′ .
The next step in the global convergence analysis is to establish that, if {∆y a,k } goes to zero on a subsequence, then, on the same subsequence, {y k } tends to a stationary point, and both {x a,k } and {x m,k } converge to the associated multiplier (c.f. [TAW06, Lemma 6]).
Lemma 3.6. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3 hold and for some y Proof. The second block equation in (30) yields, for all k,
and (58) yields for all k and all i ∈ Q k ,
Now, let s ′ := c − A T y ′ , and suppose ∆y a,k → 0 on K. Lemma 3.5 implies I(y ′ )⊆Q k for k ∈ K sufficiently large. We claim that for all i ∈ n \ I(y ′ ),
Suppose it is not the case. Then for some i ∈ n \ I(y ′ ), and an infinite index set (57)) and {x k } is bounded (by construction), we must have s (66) and (68) it follows that
Next, Assumption 3 implies that the columns of A I(y ′ ) are linearly independent which, in view of (68), implies thatx a,k → x ′ on K, for some x ′ . Taking limits in (66) and (67) as 
and (60) yields for all k and all i ∈ Q k ,
Convergence of {x a,k } k∈K and boundedness of {x k } imply boundedness of {∆x (40), (57), and (65), we see that the subsequence {∆s m,k } k∈K and the entire right-hand side of (70) converge to zero on K. With these facts, the same argument as above yields the remaining portion of the claim.
Hence, when ∆y a,k becomes small on a subsequence, a stationary point is approached, as desired. Could it be however that ∆y a,k does not become small, while y k converges on a subsequence to some limit point? The next result, which will used in Lemma 3.9 below as part of a contradiction argument, shows that a KKT point must then be approached on the "previous" subsequence (cf. [TAW06, Lemma 7] ).
Lemma 3.7. Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. If K is an infinite index set such that
then ∆y a,k → 0 on K.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose the claim does not hold; that is, suppose (71) holds but ∆y
Since {y k } (see Lemma 3.4) and {x k } (by construction) are bounded, assume without loss of generality that they converge on K ′ to y ′ and x ′ respectively. Since Q k is selected from a finite set, we may also assume without loss of generality that, for some fixed Q⊆n, Q k = Q for all k ∈ K ′ . In view of Lemma 3.5, we may further assume that I(y ′ )⊆Q. Also, note that (71) and (46) imply that for each i ∈ Q, {x k i } k∈K ′ is bounded away from zero and positive and hence x ′ Q > 0. The idea in the remainder of the proof is to show that, under the contradiction hypothesis, the dual objective increases by a constant amount infinitely many times, i.e., there exists δ > 0 such that
This implies by monotonicity (Proposition 3.3) that {y k } is unbounded, which contradicts Lemma 3.4.
First, by dual feasibility,
} is a linearly independent set by Assumption 3, and (iii)
is nonsingular. Since, from (9) and (61),
and the right hand side converges on K ′ , it follows that the steps converge on K ′ : ∆y a,k → ∆y a, * and ∆x 
Also, from (62a) and using ∆s
The terms of this sum are all nonnegative and, as noted above, for at least one i ∈ Q, ∆s a,k i tends to a nonzero limit ∆s
T ∆y a, * > 0. So there exists a δ > 0 such that for all k ∈ K ′ with k large enough,
In view of (73), establishing a positive lower bound on t m,k d
for k ∈ K ′ will complete the proof. By (44) and since
Step 4 of Iteration rMPC ⋆ ensures (24), we have t
If i 0 ∈ n \ Q (⊆n \ I(y ′ ), since we assumed, without loss of generality, that I(y ′ ) ⊆ Q) then, by Assumption 3, s k i0 is bounded away from zero on K ′ (since it converges to s ′ i0 > 0) and since ∆s a,k = −A T ∆y a,k is bounded on K ′ , we do get a positive lower bound for t a,k d . On the other hand, if i 0 ∈ Q, using (74) and (59) we obtain t a,k
, which is positive and bounded away from zero on
This completes the proof.
As in [TAW06, Lemmas 8 and 9] (with an identical proof using the appropriate modified lemmas) convergence to a stationary point readily follows. We include the next two results with proof for completeness and ease of reference.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold, and suppose there exists an infinite index set K on which y k is bounded away from F * . Then ∆y a,k → 0 on K.
Proof. Suppose the claim does not hold. Then Lemma 3.7 implies that {∆y a,k−1 } k∈K and {[x a,k−1 ] − } k∈K both converge to zero. Since {y k } is bounded (Lemma 3.4), there exists a vector y ′ and an infinite index set
Lemma 3.9. Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. Then {y k } converges to the set of stationary points of (1).
Proof. Suppose the claim does not hold. By boundedness of {y k }, there exists an infinite index set K on which y k → y ′ , with y ′ non-stationary, hence {y k } k∈K is bounded away from F * . Lemma 3.8 then implies ∆y a,k → 0 on K, which contradicts Lemma 3.6.
This result is then used together with a technical lemma, proved in [TAW06, Lemmas 10 and 11], to show (using a modification of the proof of [TAW06, Theorem 12]) that in fact {y k } must converge to the dual solution set F * (see Theorem 3.11 below).
Lemma 3.10. Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. If {y k } is bounded away from F * , then all limit (stationary) points of {y k } have the same multiplier.
Theorem 3.11. Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. Then {y k } converges to F * , the dual solution set.
Proof. Suppose the claim does not hold. Monotonicity of {b T y k } implies that all limit points of y k have the same objective value. Therefore, since {y k } converges to its set of limit points (by boundedness), it must be bounded away from F * . Lemma 3.8 then implies that ∆y a,k → 0. Let x * be the unique (by Lemma 3.10) multiplier associated with all limit points of {y
We use another (nested) contradiction argument to prove this claim.
Thus, supposex a,k x * , and let K be an infinite index set such thatx a,k is bounded away from x * on K. Letŷ be such that y k →ŷ on some infinite index set
The same argument withx m,k in place ofx a,k gives x m,k → x * . Now let y ′ be an arbitrary limit point of {y k }, and let K be an infinite index set such that y k → y ′ on K, so that also
Lemma 3.9 and the contradiction assumption imply that y ′ is a non-KKT stationary point and hence for at least one i ∈ n, say i = i 0 , we have x * i0 < 0. This implies thatx a,k i0 < 0 andx m,k i0 < 0 for all k sufficiently large. Complementarity implies s ′ i0 = 0, i.e., i 0 ∈ I(y ′ ), so that by Lemma 3.5, i 0 ∈ Q k for all sufficiently large k∈ K. Hence, for all large enough k, by (58),
which implies ∆s 
Local Convergence Analysis
In this section we show, under additional Assumptions 4 and 5 (see below), that the iteration sequence z k := (x k , y k ) converges q-quadratically to the solution z * :=(x * , y * ). We will first show that the iteration sequence converges to the solution, viz. z k → z * (Proposition 4.4), and then that it does so with a q-quadratic rate (Theorem 4.12).
The following assumption supersedes Assumption 2.
Assumption 4. The dual solution set is a singleton, F * = {y * }.
Of course under this assumption, Theorem 3.11 implies y k → y * and . Assumption 4 also implies that {a i | i ∈ I(y * )} = {a i | x i = 0} consists of exactly m linearly independent vectors. Hence, the three conditions for Lemma 3.1 are satisfied, and the non-singularity claim follows.
The
Proof. First consider (77). With reference to (55), we see that eithert 
and (77) is again verified. Alternately, if |∆x a i0 | < |∆x m i0 |, then using (60) and rearranging terms, we get (see below for explanation of the inequalities)
where γ, σ, and µ Q are as generated by Iteration rMPC ⋆ . The first inequality follows because the second term is nonnegative: the numerator is nonegative, −∆x Since by construction x k i ≤ ξ for all i and k, where ξ is set arbitrarily by the "user", the sequence {x k } cannot be expected in general to converge to x * . The best we can hope for is that it converges to x # , where
This, together with appropriate convergence of other quantities, is established in Proposition 4.4 below, whose proof makes use of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose Assumptions 1, 3, and 4 hold. If there exists an infinite index set K on which
Proof. Since y k → y * , in view of Lemma 3.5, we may assume without loss of generality that I(y * )⊆Q k for all k ∈ K. Now, since ∆y a,k → 0 on K and y k → y * , (57) implies that ∆s a,k → 0 on K, and Lemma 3.6 implies thatx
Further, by (65), and (40), ∆y m,k → 0 on K which implies, again by (57), that ∆s m,k → 0 on K. We first show that x
5 We have for all k, using the triangle inequality, (52), and (45), (57), (40), (65), and (54)) all hold, strict complementarity (Lemma 4
> 0 for i ∈ n \ I(y * ). Thus, without loss of generality, we assume it holds for all k ∈ K. Therefore, the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2 is verified for all k ∈ K, and in view of (77), since ∆s a,k → 0 on K and {s k } k∈K , {s a,k } k∈K and {s m,k } k∈K all converge to s * , we havet
. Further, by (43) and since ∆y m,k → 0 on K, we also have t
Next, we show that x
positivity is by strict complementary slackness). This implies, by (46), that for sufficiently large
, where x * i = 0, and consider the set K i ⊆K defined by
This fact, taken together with the complementarity of (x # , s * ) (which follows from complementarity of (s * , x * ) and the definition (81) of x # ), then implies that µ
Let K ′ be the subset of K on which n \ Q k is nonempty. If K ′ is finite, then the proof of the lemma is already complete. Otherwise, to complete the proof, we show that x
For this, we consider i ∈ n \ I(y * ) and the set
As before, if K i is finite then this index i is irrelevant to the limits we are interested in. If it is infinite, then by (49) we getx
on K i , and since {s k+1 i } is bounded away from zero (since i ∈ n \ I(y * ) ) and µ 
Proof. First we show that ∆y a,k → 0. Supposing it is not so, take an infinite index set K with inf k∈K ∆y a,k > 0. Lemma 3.7 then implies that there exists an infinite index set K ′ ⊆K on which {∆y a,k−1 } k∈K ′ and {[x a,k−1 ] − } k∈K ′ converge to zero. We assume without loss of generality that Q k = Q, a constant set, for all k ∈ K ′ (since Q k is selected from a finite set). Lemma 4.3 implies
Further, by strict complementarity of (x # , s * ) (which follows from strict complementarity of (s * , x * ) and the definition (81) of x # ) and Assumption 4, and 5 Note that the dimension ofx k Q k − x * Q k , i.e., |Q k |, may vary with k.
since I(y * )⊆Q, Lemma 4.1 implies that J(A Q , x # Q , s * Q ) is nonsingular. Using these facts and noting that (30) and the inclusion I(y * ) ⊆ Q imply
we see that ∆y a,k → 0 on K ′ . This gives the desired contradiction and proves that the entire sequence {∆y a,k } converges to zero. In view of (65) and definition (40) of ∆y m , the proof of claim (i) is complete. In view of Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 4.3, claims (ii) and (iii) are immediate consequences of claim (i). Claim (iv) follows directly from claims (ii) and (iii) and the definition (81) of x # .
The dual sequence {y k } was shown to converge to the dual optimal set F * under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3. Adding Assumption 4 allowed us to show that the surrogate primal sequence {x k } converges to the optimal multiplier x * . Under the further assumption that x i ≤ ξ for all i ∈ n, the primal sequence itself was shown to converge to the optimal multiplier. An ever-so-slightly strengthened version of this latter assumption, which we state next, guarantees local quadratic convergence of the primal-dual sequence {z
Assumption 5. x * i < ξ, i ∈ n. From here forward, we focus on the {z k } sequence. To prove quadratic convergence, we show that there exist constants c ≥ 0, and ρ > 0 (independent of z = (x, y) and Q) such that for all z ∈ B(z * , ρ) ∩ G o and all Q ∈ Q(y),
Here
and z + (z, Q) is the update to z with the dependence of z + on z and Q made explicit. We will use this explicit notation for all quantities that depend on (z, Q) from now on, e.g. ∆z a (z, Q),x m (z, Q), etc. Notice that the set of (z, Q) such that z ∈ B(z * , ρ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y) is precisely the domain of definition of the mappings defined by Iteration rMPC ⋆ : z + (·, ·), ∆z a (·, ·), etc. We also introduce the (somewhat abusive) notation z Q := (x Q , y), ∆z Q := (∆x Q , ∆y).
The following lemma gives a neighborhood of z * on which we will prove that the quadratic rate inequality (84) holds. In particular, several useful bounds that simplify the remaining analysis are proven on this neighborhood. We first define a quantity which is guaranteed to be positive when strict complementarity holds:
Lemma 4.5. Suppose Assumptions 1, 3, 4 and 5 hold and let β > 0 and ξ > 0. Then there exists ρ > 0 and R > 0 such that for all z ∈ B(z * , ρ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y) the following hold:
(ii) max{ ∆z
Proof. Let s := c − A T y. (Note that, through y, s varies with z.) Consider the (finite) set
We first note that for all y sufficiently close to y * , we must have I(y * ) ⊆ Q(y), and hence Q(y) ⊆ Q * . Indeed, Assumption 3 implies that, for i ∈ I(y * ), s i (y * ) = 0 is among the m smallest slack values at y * , and thus that, for i ∈ I(y * ), s i (y) is among the m smallest slack values at y, for all y close enough to y * ; rule (35) for selecting Q then implies the claim. (In fact, under Assumptions 3 and 4, Q(y) = Q * for all y close enough to y * .) To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that we can find ρ Q > 0 and R Q > 0 to establish claims (i)-(v) for any fixed Q ∈ Q * and all z ∈ B(z * , ρ Q ). Indeed, given this, in view of the finiteness of Q * , the claims are easily seen to hold for all Q ∈ Q * and z ∈ B(z * , ρ 0 ) (e.g. take ρ 0 := min Q∈Q * ρ Q and R := max Q∈Q * R Q ). Then by the argument of the first paragraph, we can find a sufficiently small ρ ∈ (0, ρ 0 ] so that Q(y)⊆Q * for all z = (x, y) ∈ B(z, ρ) and the proof would be complete. Thus, we now fix Q ∈ Q * and seek appropriate ρ Q and R Q .
For claim (i), since Q ∈ Q * , we have I(y * )⊆Q and so Lemma 4.1 implies that J a (A Q , x * Q , s * Q ) is nonsingular. Since J a (A Q , x Q , s Q ) depends continuously on z, we can find ρ Q > 0 and R Q > 0 such that
For claim (ii), since the right hand sides of (30) and (31) vanish at z * and are continuous in z, and since J a (A Q , x Q , s Q ) −1 is bounded on B(z * , ρ Q ), by further tightening ρ Q if needed, we can also make ∆z a Q (z, Q), ∆z c Q (z, Q), and hence ∆z m Q (z, Q) as small as desired on B(z * , ρ Q ) ∩ G o . Equation (57) implies that ∆s a (z, Q) and ∆s m (z, Q) can also be made small by controlling ∆z a (z, Q) and ∆z m (z, Q) respectively. Consider now claim (iii). By complementarity and the definition (85) of ε * , it is clear that x i > ε * /2, s i < ε * /2 for i ∈ I(y * ) and x i < ε * /2, s i > ε * /2 for i ∈ n \ I(y * ) can be made to hold for all z ∈ B(z * , ρ Q ) ∩ G o by further reducing ρ Q if needed. Further, since x * n\Q = 0 (since I(y * ) ⊆ Q) and in view of (47),x a n\Q (z, Q) = 0 also, using the triangle inequality we have
for all i ∈ n and for all z ∈ B(z * , ρ Q ) ∩ G o . Thus, in view of (87) (note the inequality in there is strict), by further tightening ρ Q if needed (since x Q − x * Q can thus be made arbitrarily small), the right hand side of (95) can be made less than ε * /2 for all z ∈ B(z Henceforth ρ * will denote the ρ guaranteed by the previous lemma. As previously mentioned, this ρ * defines a sufficiently small neighborhood of z * where we can prove quadratic convergence of rMPC ⋆ . It is well known that Newton's method for solving a system of equations (under non-degeneracy assumptions) enjoys a quadratic local convergence rate. It should not be too surprising then that an algorithm that is "close enough" to being a Newton method can also have a quadratic rate. The following result, borrowed from [TZ94, Proposition 3.10] and called upon in [TAW06] , gives a convenient sufficient condition for this "close enough" criterion to be met.
Lemma 4.6. Let Φ : R n → R n be twice continuously differentiable and let z * ∈ R n be such that Φ(z * ) = 0 and
Given any α 1 > 0, there exists α 2 > 0 such that the following statement holds: For all z ∈ B(z * , ρ) and z + ∈ R n such that for each i ∈ n, (i) |z
Conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 4.6 can be written compactly as follows: for all i ∈ n
This leads to the following simple corollary, whose idea comes from [TAW06, Theorem 17].
Corollary 4.7. Let Φ, z * and ρ be as in Lemma 4.6. Then given any α 1 > 0, there exists α 3 > 0 such that the following statement holds: For all z ∈ B(z * , ρ) and z + ∈ R n such that for each i ∈ n,
it holds that
Proof. Given α 1 > 0, suppose z ∈ B(z * , ρ) and z + ∈ R n are such that (97) holds for all i ∈ n. (97) is identical to (96) and Lemma 4.6 provides an α 2 > 0 such that (97), for each i ∈ n we have either
In the latter case,
where α 0 is a constant for the quadratic rate of the Newton step on B(z * , ρ) (e.g. a Lipschitz constant for ∂Φ ∂z times an upper bound for ∂Φ ∂z −1 on B(z * , ρ)). We have thus shown that, for all i ∈ n,
Hence the claims hold with α 3 = √ nd.
Verifying condition (97) amounts to verifying one of four alternative inequalities for each component of z
We will use all four alternatives. Following [TAW06] , we will apply Corollary 4.7 to the equality portion of the KKT conditions for (1) with the slack variable s eliminated, namely,
This function is twice continuously differentiable, Φ(x * , y * ) = 0, its Jacobian at z = (x, y) (which is just J a (A, x, c − A T y)) is nonsingular at z * by Lemma 4.1 and hence near z * by continuity, and the corresponding Newton step is ∆z a (z, n) (the unreduced affine-scaling step). Ultimately we will verify condition (97) for all z ∈ B(z * , ρ * ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y) and the corresponding rMPC ⋆ updates z + (z, Q). (As mentioned previously, ρ * denotes the ρ guaranteed by Lemma 4.5.) Our first task (Lemmas 4.8-4.11) is to compare the step taken along the rMPC
to the Q components of the affine-scaling (Newton) step, z Q + ∆z a Q (z, n). Towards this end, for Q ∈ Q(y), define
We can then writeẑ
and we note that
Now we break the comparison of the rMPC ⋆ step to the affine-scaling (Newton) step into three pieces using the triangle inequality, equations (100) and (101), and the fact that γ(z, Q) ≤ 1 by definition. We obtain
The next three lemmas bound each component of (103) 
. An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.8 is the following, which is used in the proofs of Lemma 4.11 and Theorem 4.12 below. For all z ∈ B(z * , ρ * ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y) we have
The next lemma provides a bound for the second term in (103).
Lemma 4.9. Suppose Assumptions 1, 3, 4, and 5 hold, then there exists c 2 > 0 such that for all z ∈ B(z * , ρ
Proof. Let z ∈ B(z * , ρ * ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y). Using (63) and the uniform bound R on J a (A Q , x Q , s Q )
Further, in view of (57), we have
Next, we note that
by Cauchy-Schwartz and (57)). Thus, to handle the first term in (106) and hence to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that
for some d independent of z and Q.
Step 2 of rMPC
Step 1 of Iteration rMPC ⋆ . As usual, when bounding the damping coefficients, there are two very similar arguments to be made for the primal and dual steps. We first bound t a d (z, Q) as expressed in (56). By Lemma 4.5 ((87) and (91)), we have
so that, in view of (56), either t
(here i depends on (z, Q)). In the latter case, using (47) (since i ∈ Q, see (86)) and assertion (88) of Lemma 4.5, we have
A very similar argument gives
and, since λ ≥ 2, (107) holds with d = (2/ε * ) λ max{ A λ , 1}. This completes the proof.
A direct implication of Lemma 4.9 (and Lemma 4.5 (ii)), which will be used in the proof of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11, is that, for all z ∈ B(z * , ρ * ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y),
The following lemma provides a bound for the first term in (103).
Lemma 4.10. Suppose Assumptions 1, 3, 4, and 5 hold. Then there exists c 3 > 0 such that, for all z ∈ B(z * , ρ * ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y),
Proof. Let z ∈ B(z * , ρ * ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y). We first show that
for some d 1 independent of z and Q. Assertions (86), (88) and (91) 
, |∆s
Further, (91), (57), and (111) yield
Finally, by assertion (92) of Lemma 4.5, we have βt
with d 1 := 2 ε * A (2 + c 2 ε * /2) + 1. By a similar argument that essentially flips the roles of n \ I(y * ) and I(y * ) and the roles of x and s, we get
The final lemma applies the previous three bounds to inequality (103). 
Proof. Applying Lemmas 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 to (103) and using the definition (99) ofẑ
with d:=c 3 (1 + c 2 ε * /2) using (111). In view of (104), the result follows.
Theorem 4.12. Suppose Assumptions 1, 3, 4, and 5 hold. Then the iteration sequence {z k } converges locally q-quadratically, i.e., z k → z * and there exists c
Proof. By Theorem 3.11, Assumption 4, Proposition 4.4 (iv), and Assumption 5, we know that z k → z * . Now we fix an arbitrary z ∈ B(z * , ρ * ) ∩ G o and Q ∈ Q(y), and show that, for each i ∈ n,
In view of Corollary 4.7, the claim will then follow. Now, in view of Lemma 4.11 and of the definition (99) ofẑ + (z, Q), condition (114) holds for the y + (z, Q) components of z + (z, Q). It remains to verify condition (114) for the x + (z, Q) components of z + (z, Q).
6
First let i ∈ I(y * ) (⊆Q, see Lemma 4.5 (i)). Note that (explanation follows)
The first inequality uses the fact that (since
the second inequality uses Lemma 4.5 (ii), and the third uses the bounds ν ≥ 2 and ε * ≤ 1 (see definition (85) of ε * ). On the other hand, by assertion (88) of Lemma 4.5, the definitions (45) ofx i (z, Q) and (52) of x m i (z, Q), and Lemma 4.5 (v), we have
Putting these together, we obtain
so that, by (46), x + i (z, Q) =x i (z, Q) for i ∈ I(y * )(⊆Q) and hence, in view of Lemma 4.11, condition (114) also holds for the corresponding components of z + (z, Q). Next, consider the components x + i (z, Q) with i ∈ Q \ I(y * ). We proceed to establish the inequality
which, besides establishing (114) for the x
also serves to help establish (114) for the x
In the former case, we have (explanation follows), for some d 1 independent of z and Q,
The first inequality is just the triangle inequality, the second is clear, and the third uses Lemma 4.11 and the quadratic rate of the Newton step on B(z * , ρ * ). In the latter case,
6 Note that the bound provided by Lemma 4.11 involves the components ofxQ(z, Q), while we seek to bound the components of x
The second inequality uses (115), ∆z a Q (z, Q) ≤ 1 (by Lemma 4.5 (ii) and the definition (85) of ε * ), and ν ≥ 2, and the third uses (104). So we have established (116), and (114) follows for the x
, by Lemma 4.5 (i)). We again have x * i = 0 and using (49)-(50) we get |x
By the definitions (45) and (54) 
Using boundedness of B(z * , ρ * ), and Lemma 4.5 (ii), to bound |x + i (z, Q)| in the first sum and |s + i (z, Q)| in the second, and then using norm equivalence, we get, for some d 3 and d 4 independent of z and Q,
. Continuing, we have (explanation follows), for some d 5 − d 8 all independent of z and Q,
The first inequality uses the the bound (116) and the fact that s * I(y * ) = 0. The second uses (57), and the third uses the triangle inequality. The final inequality uses Lemma 4.11 to bound the first term and the quadratic rate of the Newton step on B(z * , ρ * ) to bound the second term. Thus condition (114) is verified for all components of z + (z, Q) and the claim follows.
We have thus shown that the sequence {z k } = {(x k , y k )} constructed by Iteration rMPC ⋆ converges qquadratically to (x * , y * ). Furthermore, for k large enough, the rank condition in the definition of Q(y k ) is automatically satisfied (by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.5 (i)).
Numerical Experiments

Implementation
Algorithm rMPC
⋆ was implemented in Matlab and run on an Intel(R) Pentium(R) Centrino Duo 1.73GHz Laptop machine with 2 GB RAM, Linux kernel 2.6.17 and Matlab 7 (R14).
7 To compute the search directions (33) we solved the normal equations, (62) and (64), using Matlab's Cholesky factorization routine. Parameters for rMPC ⋆ were chosen as β := 0.95, θ = 0.1, ψ = 10 9 , ζ = 0.3, λ = 3, ν = 3, ξ max := 10 −10 , and ξ := 10 30 . The code was supplied with strictly feasible initial dual points (i.e., y 0 ∈ F o ), and we set x 0 := e. We used a stopping criterion adapted from [Meh92, p. 592], based on normalized primal and dual infeasibilities and duality gap. Specifically, taking into account dual feasibility of all iterates, convergence was declared when
where tol was set to 10 −8 . Our analysis assumes Q ∈ Q(y) at each iteration, which leaves significant freedom in the specific choice of Q. Good performance may depend on keeping additional constraints in Q and what constitutes a "good" rule for doing this may depend on the type of problem being considered. In the numerical experiments, we start by considering the following two simple rules. The rank condition A Q = m poses a challenge on some problems, especially when |Q| is close to m. We have intentionally left vague how to enforce the condition "subject to rank(A Q ) = m" because there are many possible ways to do so. On some classes of problems (such as the random problems below) it may be the case that every m × m sub-matrix of A is of full rank. Otherwise, one way to enforce the condition is to initially choose constraints without regard for the rank of A Q ; if A Q loses rank then this means
Q is only positive semi-definite and the standard Cholesky factorization will fail, however, a pivoted Cholesky algorithm will compute the factor of a nearby matrix [Hig90] . Then the factor can be updated using additional constraints [GL96, Sec.12.5] (chosen according to slack value or otherwise) until the estimated condition number [GL96, p.129 ] is acceptably small. This additional work is only of order m 2 times the number of additional constraints. An alternative approach, taken in our numerical experiments when needed, is to augment the dual problem with box constraints on the y variables, i.e., −πe ≤ y ≤ πe, where π was chosen large enough so that these constraints were never active at the solution. Including these in Q ensures that rank(A Q ) = m and adds negligible additional work, but it may not help provide a good search direction when A Q would otherwise lose rank. This was only needed in our experiments when the Most Active Rule was applied to the discrete Chebyshev approximation problem. (See section 5.3 where the source of the problem is identified and a better solution is suggested.)
Random Problem
For the first test problem, following [TAW06] , we randomly generated a standard form linear program of size m = 200, n = 40000, by taking A, b, y 0 ∼ N (0, 1) and then normalizing the columns of A. We set s 0 ∼ U(0, 1) (uniformly distributed in (0, 1)) and c:=A T y 0 + s 0 which guarantees that the initial iterate is strictly dual feasible. The iteration was initialized with this (s 0 , y 0 ) and x 0 := e. This problem is called the "fully random" problem in [TAW06] , where a different x 0 is used.
On this problem constraint reduction with both the Most Active Rule and the Randomized Rule worked extremely well. Using only M = 2m constraints, the problem was solved with essentially no increase in the iteration count. Figure 3 shows the results for the Most Active Rule. The points on the plots correspond to different runs on the same problem. The runs differ in the number of constraints M that are retained in Q, which is indicated on the horizontal axis as a fraction of the full constraint set (i.e., M/n is plotted). Thus, the rightmost point corresponds to the experiment without constraint reduction, while the points on the extreme left correspond to the most drastic constraint reduction. To resolve the performance near M = m (the lower bound for M ), we have used a logarithmic scale. In the upper plot, the vertical axis indicates, for each value of the abscissa, total CPU time to successful termination, as returned by the Matlab function cputime, while the lower plot shows the total number of iterations to successful termination. On the timing plot, a horizontal dotted black line is used to show the time to solution for rMPC ⋆ in the unreduced case. This also essentially gives the performance of the original Iteration MPC, as stated in section 2. Indeed, it was observed that the safeguards of rMPC ⋆ do not hurt the empirical performance of MPC in the unreduced case. On this problem, the corresponding results for the Randomized Rule with M 0 = 2m are very similar (hence we omit the corresponding plot). Again, the iteration counts are essentially constant for all M ≥ 2m and significant CPU time can be saved. One may feel inclined to set M 0 = m, but this results in very poor performance, as may be expected in view of the results for the Most Active Rule (Figure 3 ) where the performance degrades greatly as M decreases from 2m to m. It appears that we do need those additional m nearly active constraints; i.e., randomly selected constraints are poor replacements.
While this random problem has a large amount of redundancy in the constraint set, this may not always be the case, and in general we may not know a-priori how many constraints should be kept. We also expect, intuitively, that fewer constraints will be needed as the algorithm nears the solution and the partition into active/inactive constraints becomes better resolved. Thus we would like to find rules that let the algorithm adaptively choose how many constraints it keeps at each iteration, i.e., that allow the cardinality of the working set to change from iteration to iteration. As an initial stride towards this end, we consider associating a scalar value v i to each constraint for i ∈ n. A large value of v i indicates that we believe keeping constraint i in Q will improve the search direction and a small value means we believe it will not help (or possibly will do harm). The following rule makes use of such a v in selecting Q. Notice that this rule subsumes the previous two. Indeed, setting M 0 = M we get the Most Active Rule, while setting v i = ∞ for M 1 randomly sampled constraints and v i = 0 for all others, we get the Randomized Rule. We propose two specific variants of this rule. In the first variant, we set
i.e., we would like to keep all constraints that have a slack value smaller than a fixed multiple η > 1 of the minimum slack. In the second variant, we set
(the square root allows the use of similar magnitude η for both variants); i.e., we would like to keep the ith constraint if x i /s i is within a fixed multiple 1/η of the maximum value of x j /s j . This rule combines information from both the primal and dual variables with regard to "activity" of this constraint. Note also that this v i is the (scaled, square root of the) "coefficient" of the ith constraint in the normal matrix sum (7); thus we could interpret this rule as trying to keep the error between the reduced and unreduced normal matrix small. In view of (62a), we may expect that constraints with small values of x i /s i do not play much of a role in the construction of the dual affine scaling direction ∆y a (the core component of our search direction). Figure 4 shows the results of using the second variant of the General Adaptive Rule on our random LP, where we set M 0 = 2m (a reasonable choice in light of our earlier results) and plot M/n on the horizontal axis. The plot shows that, when η = 10, the average (over an optimization run) time per iteration increases very slowly as the upper bound M on |Q| increases, starting from the lower bound M 0 = 2m. (Indeed, the lower plot shows that the total number of iterations remains roughly constant.) This means that the average size of |Q| (over a run) itself increases very slowly, i.e., that |Q| departs little from its minimum value 2m in the course of a run. If η is increased to 1000, the average value of |Q| increases, which means more variation of |Q| in the course of a run (since |Q| is close to M 0 at the end of the runs: see below); this is the intended behavior. The general behavior of these rules is that in early iterations the v i are spread out and, with large η, many will be larger than the threshold value of one. Thus, the iteration usually starts out using M constraints (the upper bound). As the solution is approached, all v i 's tend to zero except those corresponding to active constraints which go to infinity (the second variant needs strict complementarity for this), thus in later iterations only the M 0 most active constraints (the lower bound) will be included in Q. We have observed that this transition from M to M 0 constraints occurs rather abruptly usually over the course of just a few iterations; the choice of η serves to advance or delay this transition. In summary, the Adaptive Rule, like the Most Active Rule, keeps the number of iterations approximately constant over a wide range of choices of M , but unlike the Most Active Rule, the time is also approximately constant remaining much less than that for MPC.
We could think of many variations of the General Adaptive Rule. Here we have only considered rules that choose v as a function of the current iterate, whereas we expect that by allowing v to depend on the entire history of iterates and incorporating more prior knowledge concerning the problem structure, etc., better constraint reduction heuristics could be developed. We believe that designing good adaptive rules will be the key to successful and robust application of constraint reduction; we largely leave this for future work.
Discrete Chebyshev approximation problems
Here we fit a linear model to a target vector by minimizing the infinity norm of the residual, viz.
where g is the target vector, H is the model matrix, and u are the model parameters. This can be formulated as a linear program in standard dual form: max − t s.t. Hu − g ≤ te,
(120) −Hu + g ≤ te.
If H has dimension p × q with p ≫ q (as is typical), then the "A matrix" of this LP has dimension m × n, with m = q + 1 and n = 2p, so that n ≫ m. Dual strictly feasible points are readily available for this problem; we used u 0 = 0 and t 0 = g ∞ + 1 to initialize the algorithm.
We first considered approximating a noise corrupted, sampled version of the smooth function g 0 (t) = sin(10t) cos(25t 2 ), t ∈ [0, 1]
using a (low frequency) subset of the trigonometric Fourier basis used in the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). We took p equally spaced samples of g 0 and stacked them in the p-dimensional vector g and then added independent N (0, 0.3) (0.3 is the standard deviation) noise samples to g. We then took, as the columns of H, the q (odd) lowest frequency elements of the DFT basis. Specifically, the following Matlab code was used to generate H: The second issue, which affects the Most Active and Randomized rules alike (as well as the adaptive variants discussed above), is that Q is missing certain constraints that appear to be critical in the later phase, namely the local minimizers of the slack function. The omission of these constraints results in very slow convergence in the later phase of the iteration. For example, using M 0 = 3m and M 1 = 10m, we ran the Randomized Rule and observed that termcrit was reduced below 10 −2 in 90 iterations, but that another 247 iterations were needed to achieve termcrit< 10 −8 . Strikingly, in 88% of these later iterations, the blocking constraint (the one which limited the line search) was a local minimizer of the slack function not included in Q. If we instead used M 0 = m (and again M 1 = 10m), this happened in nearly 100% of the later iterations.
In light of these observations, we devised a simple rule for this class of smooth Chebyshev problems: use the Randomized Rule and additionally include the local minimizers of the slack function in Q (it is enough to keep those local minimizers with slack value less than say half of the maximum slack value). Note that in this case the size of the constraint set is not fixed a-priori nor upper bounded-however since the target vector g and the basis elements have relatively low frequency content, adding the local minimizers generally added only a few (always fewer than m) extra constraints at each iteration.
Additional observations led to refinement of this heuristic. First, we noted that the random constraints only seem to help in the early iterations and actually seem to slow convergence in the later iterations, so we considered gradually phasing them out as the iteration approached optimality. Second, we noted that in place of a random sample of constraints we could instead use a regular grid of the form {i, i + j, i + 2j, . . . , i + (k − 1)j} ⊆ n for some integers i, j, k with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . j}, and jk = n. As a final point, we observed that when the target vector g is noisy the local minimizers lose their significance, and rMPC ⋆ performs very well after just the first issue is dealt with by using gridded or randomly selected constraints. If the noise is strong enough, we have observed that the first issue becomes less severe as well-there is less clustering of the constraints when the slack function contains more high frequency content. This helps explain why the performance of rMPC ⋆ is much better on the noisy approximation problem investigated above. Table 1 displays the performance of these various rules on the discrete Chebyshev approximation problem discussed above. The left side of the table describes the rule used: columns MA, RND and GRD give the number of most active, random, and gridded constraints respectively, and columns LM and COOL indicate whether the local minimizers of the slack function are included and whether the random constraints are phased out or "cooled" as the iteration nears optimality. The final column on the left (STDEV) specifies the standard deviation of independent normally distributed noise samples added to the target vector g. The right side gives the performance of the corresponding rule: the first column lists the CPU time needed to reduce termcrit below 10 −8 , the next two columns give the number of iterations needed to reduce termcrit below 10 −2 and 10 −8 respectively, and the last column gives the average size of the constraint set during the iteration. The first row of the table describes the unreduced MPC and gives a baseline performance level. The second row again illustrates the failure of the Most Active Rule, while the third and fourth show that adding randomly selected constraints and the local minimizers of the slack function effectively deals with the issues described above. The fifth and sixth rows show enhancements of the specialized rule that achieve a 10-fold speed up over unreduced MPC. Finally, the last row shows that a small amount of noise (note the noise here is much weaker than that in the example of Figure 5 ) seems to remove the second issue causing slow convergence in the later phase.
Conclusions
We have presented a variant of Mehrotra's Predictor-Corrector algorithm, rMPC ⋆ , designed to efficiently solve standard form linear programs (1) where A is m × n with n ≫ m. Specifically, rMPC ⋆ uses MPClike search directions computed for "constraint-reduced" versions of the problem; see (29). The cost of an iteration of rMPC ⋆ can be much less than the cost of an iteration of MPC; specifically, the high order work when solving the normal equations by direct methods with dense A is reduced from O(nm 2 ) (the cost of forming the normal matrix) to O(|Q|m 2 ) where we only require |Q| ≥ m. (The high order term for the matrix-vector products that dominate the rest of the cost is O(mn).) We proved global and local quadratic convergence under certain non-degeneracy assumptions.
Using various constraint selection rules, we demonstrated the effectiveness of this algorithm on a class of random problems where the performance was remarkably good. In fact on these problems it appears that we can use constraint reduction without penalty: the iteration counts were the same whether we used the entire constraint set or only the 1% most nearly active constraints, and computation times were reduced dramatically. We also observed remarkable numerical behavior of rMPC ⋆ on a class of discrete Chebyshev approximation problems after the introduction of a specialized rule for constraint selection that deals with two issues that render the simplest constraint selection rules inappropriate.
